1. Introduction

In the presentation a coupled response-degradation problem for a multidimensional vibrating system is analyzed. The analysis allows to account for the effect of stiffness degradation (during the vibration process) on the response and, in the same time, gives the actual stress values for estimation of damage accumulating in the system.

As is well known, dynamics excitation of engineering systems (including randomly varying excitation) causes variable stress generated in mechanical/structural members and, in the consequence, irreversible changes amplitudes in the material structure. These changes, known as damage accumulation, may have different physical content. But, despite the diversity of underlying physical/mechanical phenomena, it is useful to describe them jointly within a single model relating the rate of damage evolution at time with applied stress. Models of this type operate with a certain damage measure $D(t)$, which characterizes a damage state at time $t$. It is usually assumed that $D(t)$ is on the interval $[0,D^*]$, where $D^*$ denotes a critical damage, and that is a non-decreasing function of time. In some situations (e.g. in the case of fatigue accumulation) external actions and generated stresses can be conveniently related to discrete values of time (e.g. by $N$, the number of cycles).

Since the variable stress causing damage (and, in the consequence, stiffness degradation) are generated by a vibratory system it is natural to formulate jointly the system dynamics and damage accumulation. Such an analysis allows to account the effect of stiffness degradation during the vibration process on the response and, in the same time, gives the actual stress values for estimation of damage.

2. General formulation

The coupled response-degradation problem can be formulated in the following form:

$$\ddot{Y}(t)+F[Y(t),D(t),X(t,\gamma)]=0$$

$$Q[D(t),Y(t)]=0$$

$$Y(t_0)=Y_0, \dot{Y}(t_0)=\dot{Y}_0, D(t_0)=D_0$$

where $Y(t)$ is an unknown response process, $D(t)$ is a degradation process, $F[.]$ is the given function of indicated variables satisfying the appropriate conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solution, $X(t,\gamma)$ is the given stochastic process characterizing the excitation; $\gamma \in \Gamma$, and $\Gamma$ is the space of elementary events in the basic scheme $(\Gamma,B,P)$ of probability theory, $Q[.]$ symbolizes the relationship between degradation and response process; its specific mathematical form depends on the particular situation; $Y_0, \dot{Y}_0, D_0$ are given initial values of the response and degradation, respectively.
An important special class of the response-degradation problems is obtained if relationship (2) takes the form of differential equation, that is, equations (1), (2) are

\[ \ddot{Y}(t) + \mathbf{F}[Y(t), D(t), X(t, \gamma)] = 0 \]  

(4)

\[ D(t) = \mathbf{G}[D(t), Y(t)] \]  

(5)

where \( \mathbf{G} \) is the appropriate function specifying the evolution of degradation; its mathematical form is inferred from the elaboration of empirical data, or it is derived from the analysis of the physics of the process. In equation (5) dependence on \( Y(t) \) can be in general regarded in more relaxed sense than it is usual. Degradation rate \( \dot{D}(t) \) may depend on the actual values of \( Y(t) \), but it can also depend on some functionals of \( Y(t) \); for example - on the integral of \( Y(\tau), \tau \in [t_0, t] \). In considered here damage degradation problems the damage measure \( D(t) \) depends on the stress range i.e. quantity related to \( Y_{\text{max}} - Y_{\text{min}} \).
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